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Abstract
We propose a novel model in which agents with limited and heterogeneous cognitive ability—modeled as limited depths of reasoning—learn from their neighbors in
social networks. Each agent tracks old information using Bayes-like formulas, and uses
a short cut when reasoning on behalf of multiple neighbors exceeding her cognitive
ability. Surprisingly, agents with moderate cognitive ability are capable of partialing out
old information and learn correctly in social quilts, a tree-like union of cliques (fullyconnected subnetworks). Agents with low cognitive ability may fail to learn in any
network, even when they receive a large number of signals. We also identify a critical
cutoff level of cognitive ability, determined by the network structure, above which an
agent’s learning outcome remains the same even when her cognitive ability increases.
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Introduction

Learning from social networks, a common experience for many, is a cognitively demanding
task. In order to learn correctly, we need to identify old information before incorporating new
information—and new information only—into our beliefs. Mounting experimental evidence
has shown that learning errors are common, and there is large heterogeneity among subjects’
learning outcomes. As a very recent example, Chandrasekhar, Larreguy and Xandri (2020)
show in two experiments that 90% of subjects in an Indian village, and 50% of subjects
in a Mexican college, fail to learn in simple networks. They suggest that the large heterogeneity among subjects may be due to their levels of education, a proxy of their cognitive
ability. We present a new framework in which agents with heterogeneous levels of cognitive
ability—modeled as different depths of reasoning—learn from their neighbors. This framework embeds simple learning rules such as the classical naive learning, but it is rich enough
to allow agents to make increasingly sophisticated inferences about what is new information from their neighbors’ reports. We show how an agent’s learning outcomes depend on
her cognitive ability and characterize the associated patterns of learning errors, which are
potentially testable in the lab and in the field.
Agents of all cognitive abilities in this model follow a tractable learning procedure: they
identify old information and incorporate new information from their neighbors’ reports given
their cognitive ability. Consider a generic agent, say Ann. In each period, a naive Ann attributes every neighbor’s previous report to new information. A slightly more sophisticated
Ann—a low cognitive ability type—considers every neighbor’s previous report as old information, and only attributes the change in a neighbor’s report as new information. A yet more
sophisticated Ann—a moderate cognitive ability type—can estimate what a neighbor should
report given their previous reports. For instance, if Ann just passed on some information to
her neighbor Bob, then she expects Bob to learn it and to change his report consequently.
Ann only attributes any unexpected change in Bob’s report to new information. But Ann
with moderate cognitive ability cannot identify what her neighbor Bob should learn from
their neighbor Cindy, so Ann must use an intuitive short cut due to her limited cognitive
ability. Specifically, Ann uses what she has learned from Cindy—the unexpected change in
Cindy’s report from Ann’s perspective—as what she believes Bob should learn from Cindy.
Agents with higher cognitive abilities are modeled in a similar way.
Our learning environment is one in which agents repeatedly exchange information with
their neighbors. There are finitely many states, and agents want to learn the true state. For
instance, Ann may want to learn whether MMR vaccine causes autism in children, a belief
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contributing to severe measle outbreaks globally. Ann, and everyone else, learns by forming
and updating her estimates about the state distribution, such as the probability that MMR
leads to autism.1 Ann first forms an estimate using her initial signal. She then simultaneously reports her estimate to each neighbor and hears their reports. Next, she gets another
signal from nature and period 1 ends. In each ensuing period, Ann extracts new information
contained in her neighbors’ most recent reports given her cognitive ability. The main innovation of our model is that agents do not only form estimates about the state distribution,
they also form estimates about their neighbors’ estimates, a store of that neighbor’s old information. Intuitively, Ann’s estimate about Bob’s estimate summarizes, given her cognitive
ability, all the information from the reports she believes Bob has seen. If Bob’s report differs
from her estimate of his estimate, Ann attributes the difference to a “new” signal. She then
updates her estimates using only these new signals and her own signal from the previous
period. Next, Ann exchanges reports with her neighbors and receives a signal from nature,
and so the learning procedure continues.
Our first finding is that agents with moderate cognitive ability or above can learn in social
quilts, networks in which every two agents who belong to the same circle are connected.2
Intuitively, a social quilt is a tree of cliques (fully-connected subnetworks). It includes wellknown networks such as trees, stars, and some of the core-periphery networks (see Figure
2 for an example). Because every pair of agents in a clique is connected, when information
reaches one member of the clique, all other members who have moderate cognitive ability
are able to identify it as new information. More importantly, everyone correctly estimates
that all other members in the clique have learned this information from the same agent. Thus
they avoid over counting by mistake. The overall tree structure of a social quilt also ensures
that each signal travels through the network once and only once. Thus all information is
aggregated efficiently despite agents’ limited cognitive abilities.
Second, we show that agents with low cognitive abilities may believe in the wrong state
regardless of how many signals they receive. The reason is that each pair of agents form a
feedback loop between themselves: any signal is treated as new first by one, and then by the
other agent repeatedly. As time goes on, they believe in an exponentially increasing number
of this signal. Consequently, a few faulty early signals may grow so fast that they dominate
all the correct signals later. But even rudimentary ability to identify old information im1

Ann’s estimate is the log-likelihood ratio of the probabilities she assigns to the possible states, as defined
in Section 2.1. It reflects, for instance, her belief that the MMR causes autism over her belief that MMR does
not cause autism.
2
A path is an ordered sequence of distinct agents in which each pair of adjacent agents is connected. A
circle is a path in which the first and last agents are connected. A tree is a network in which there is no circle.
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proves learning outcomes. Agents with low cognitive ability make far fewer learning errors
per period than naive agents who don’t have such ability, which is consistent with experimental evidence such as Grimm and Mengel (2020). Moreover, if agents know who have low
cognitive abilities, their learning outcomes on a network level may improve significantly.
The above results are shown in a simple model when agents have low or moderate cognitive ability. The third finding of our paper is that we establish an important property for
agents’ learning in a general model allowing for agents with arbitrarily high cognitive ability. We show that there exists a cutoff level of cognitive ability for each agent, uniquely
determined by the structure of her local network. Intuitively, if Ann has this cutoff level of
cognitive ability, she can achieve her best learning outcome. That is, her learning outcome
when she has arbitrarily high cognitive ability (given she only learns from her neighbors).
But if Ann’s cognitive ability is below this cutoff, then as it increases, not only can her own
learning outcomes improve, but agents in the entire network may also make fewer (if any)
learning errors. Moreover, we show these cutoff levels are often not high in real data, as we
illustrate using the high school friendship network of Figure 3.

Literature review
We model cognitive ability as depths of reasoning. As such, it shares some similarities with
the level-k model adapted to the social learning context (see Kubler and Weizsacker 2004
and Penczynski 2017). Naive agents believe every report reflects a new private signal. This
is the same as an agent with inferential naivete in Eyster and Rabin (2010) who believes
each predecessor’s action only reflects his private signal. A low cognitive ability agent in
our model treats the difference in each neighbor’s report as new information. It is as if she
treats every difference in two predecessors’ actions as a new signal. A moderate cognitive
ability agent i can be viewed as one who understands that her predecessor i − 1 should learn
from his predecessor i − 2, and consider only the unexpected change as coming from a new
signal. Our general model in Section 4.2 considers agents with higher cognitive ability, who
can compute how agents in a finitely long chain should learn from their predecessors (not
knowing agents outside this chain). But our learning environment is more complex because
it involves repeated exchanges of information—all agents must update their beliefs in each
period—instead of each agent takes one action based on her belief and exits afterwards.
While novel, our way of modeling heterogeneity in cognitive ability is motivated and
supported by the experimental literature on strategic sophistication. This literature studies whether subjects can perform iterative and higher-order reasoning to form the correct
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(higher-order) beliefs.3 It often finds limited strategic sophistication: subjects have bounded
and heterogeneous levels of sophistication, and they have difficulty in eventually forming
correct beliefs (see Nagel 1995, Ho, Camerer and Weigelt 1998, Costa-Gomes, Crawford
and Broseta 2001, Costa-Gomes and Crawford 2006, Shields and Xin 2012, among many
others). Nagel (1995) shows in a guessing-the-average game that about 50% of the subjects
exhibit some limited ability in forming first-order and second-order beliefs over the behaviors of other participants. Costa-Gomes, Crawford and Broseta (2001) show that 70% of
the subjects have some strategic sophistication, for instance, they can best respond to the
naive type’s behavior or to use strict dominance arguments, but they fall far short of the sophistication required for equilibrium play. While we focus on learning instead of strategic
interactions, each agent needs to form cognitively-constrained beliefs about each neighbor’s
beliefs given the observed reports, which is akin to forming second-order beliefs. Moreover,
even in an individual decision problem, Charness and Levin (2009) show that subjects suffer from the winner’s curse because they have difficulty performing contingent reasoning,
and they do worse as the environment becomes more complex. Collectively, this body of
evidence supports modeling cognitive constraints as having limited depths of reasoning.
The vast theoretical literature on learning in networks primarily focused on two wellknown benchmarks (see Golub and Sadler 2017 for a recent survey). On one hand, Bayesian
learning models show agents with infinite cognitive ability can learn if the network is common knowledge (see Gale and Kariv 2003, Acemoglu et al. 2011, Mueller-Frank 2013, Mossel, Sly and Tamuz 2015).4 While agents in this model vary in cognitive abilities and cannot
form Bayesian beliefs, they still use Bayes-like formula to form cognitively-constrained beliefs. As a result, in social quilts, agents learn correctly just like Bayesian agents. On the
other hand, many models assume that agents learn by following reasonable rules of thumb.5
For instance, DeGroot (1974) assume naive learning agents update their opinions by taking
a weighted average of their neighbors’ most recent reports. In contrast, agents in our model
try to extract only new information given their cognitive ability. Our model thus links these
two benchmarks and accommodates a wide range of cognitive abilities.
3

Many experiments have studied learning and information aggregation. See Anderson and Holt (1997),
Celen and Kariv (2004), Alevy, Haigh and List (2007), Cai, Chen and Fang (2009), Bai et al. (2015), Mobius,
Phan and Szeidl (2015), among others.
4
More precisely, asymptotic learning occurs if each agent has an infinitesimal influence on others. A related
literature on herding and social learning shows that Bayesian agents mislearn because they are myopic and may
find it rational to ignore their private information (see Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch 1992 and Banerjee
1992 among many others).
5
See Ellison and Fudenberg 1993, 1995, DeMarzo, Vayanos and Zwiebel 2003, Golub and Jackson 2010,
Jadbabaie et al. 2012, among many others.
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Many network papers have studied boundedly-rational learning in different contexts. In
Bala and Goyal (1998), each agent updates her belief about the optimal action based on the
outcomes obtained by her neighbors, but she does not infer information from why neighbors choose these actions. In more recent quasi-Bayesian learning models such as Molavi,
Tahbaz-Salehi and Jadbabaie (2018), Levy and Razin (2018) and Mueller-Frank and Neri
(2019), agents have the same depth of reasoning, treating the most recent report from each
neighbor as new information; otherwise, they update beliefs using a Bayes-like formula.
Mueller-Frank (2014) and Chandrasekhar, Larreguy and Xandri (2020) both consider agents
with two types of cognitive abilities: they may be either naive or Bayesian. Mueller-Frank
(2014) shows that even one Bayesian agent can significantly improve all agents’ learning
outcomes. To the best of our knowledge, our model is the first to study how agents with
finite and heterogeneous cognitive abilities learn in a network.
More closely related to this model, Li and Tan (2020), study how Bayesian agents learn,
under the (possibly misspecified) beliefs that their local networks are the entire network.
They find an iterative learning procedure that implements their locally Bayesian learning,
and relate specific features of the network to learning outcomes, correct or otherwise. Their
locally Bayesian agents can perform highly sophisticated reasoning on behalf of any long
chain of neighbors. One can think of these locally Bayesian agent as one with an arbitrarily
high level of cognitive ability. Here we present a tractable way of modeling agents who
cannot reason in such a sophisticated way and have to use short cuts. We show that agents
only need a cutoff level of cognitive ability to achieve their best learning outcomes.
Section 2 sets up a two-type model to illustrate our learning procedure and Section 3
analyze agents’ learning outcomes. In Section 4, we characterize an agent’s cutoff level of
cognitive ability in a general model. Section 5 discusses our model and concludes.

2

Two-type model

To convey how agents identify old information given their cognitive abilities, we present a
stripped-down model when agents have either low or moderate cognitive ability. We also
contrast these two types with the classic naive learning agents.6
6

Naive learning has been studied extensively, we embed these agents merely to illustrate how our learning
procedure works. See Molavi, Tahbaz-Salehi and Jadbabaie (2018) for an axiomatic foundation for this model.
Levy and Razin (2018) and Mueller-Frank and Neri (2019) characterize agents’ learning outcomes.
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2.1

Model setup

Network
Consider a network (g, G): g = {1, 2, . . . , I} represents a finite set of agents, and G represents the set of the links among them, ij ∈ G if i and j are linked. Agent i (she) is a generic
agent. Let Ni = {j : ij ∈ G} be the set of agent i’s neighbors and agent j (he) be a generic
neighbor of agent i. The network is undirected, so information flows both ways: ij ∈ G if
and only if ji ∈ G. It is also path-connected: for any i, h ∈ g, there is a path (i0 i1 . . . il )
such that all agents are distinct, i0 = i, il = h, and ik ik+1 ∈ G for all k < l.7
Agent i observes only her local network, consisting of herself, all her neighbors, and all
the links among them. Denote her local network as (gi , Gi ), where gi = Ni ∪ {i} and Gi =
{hj : h, j ∈ gi and hj ∈ G}. Similarly, the subnetwork that agent i and her neighbor j both
observe is their shared local network, consisting of themselves, their common neighbors, and
all the links among them. Denote their shared local network as (gij , Gij ), where gij = gi ∩ gj
and Gij = Gi ∩ Gj . Recall that in a clique, every pair of agents are connected. Then, for any
clique {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 }, the shared local network of these k agents consists of themselves,
their common neighbors, and all the links among them. Denote the shared local network
of these k agents as (gii1 ...ik−1 , Gii1 ...ik−1 ), where gii1 ...ik−1 = gi ∩ gi1 ∩ . . . ∩ gik−1 , and
Gii1 ...ik−1 = Gi ∩ Gi1 ∩ . . . ∩ Gik−1 . For instance, in a 4-agent clique, g = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
G = {12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34}. The shared local network of any subset of these agents is the
clique itself: g1 = g12 = g123 = g1234 = g and G1 = G12 = G123 = G1234 = G.
Information structure and timing
The set of possible states S is binary: S = {s1 , s2 }. The two states are a priori equally
likely: Pr(s1 ) = Pr(s2 ) = 12 . The true state is realized before learning begins. Agents
receive signals from nature about the state. The support of agent i’s signals is finite: X i =
{x∅ , xi,1 , . . . , xi,Mi }, where Mi ≥ 2. Agent i receives the uninformative signal x∅ with
probability φi∅ ∈ (0, 1). For each informative signal, let φimn ∈ (0, 1) be agent i’s conditional
probability of receiving signal xi,m if the state is sn , n = 1, 2.
Time is discrete: t = 0, 1, . . .. In each period up to T , agent i gets a realized private
signal xit according to her information structure. The signals are independent across agents
and time conditional on the state. No informative signal arrives at or after period T , which
is randomly drawn from an (improper) uniform distribution over N ∪ {∞}. The common
7
From now on, we use (ij . . . k) to denote a sequence of (possibly repeat) agents in which the order matters,
and {i, j, . . . , k} to denote a set of distinct agents whose order does not matter.
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knowledge among agents includes the prior over S, the distribution of T , and the fact that
their signals are independent across agents and time conditional on the state.
More importantly, to focus on agents with limited cognitive abilities, we assume that
agents only learn from their local networks and do not make inferences about the entire
network. Boundedly-rational learning models often make this assumption because making
such inferences is computationally intractable beyond the smallest networks (see Remark 3
in Section 2.3 for further discussions). For consistency, agent i must be able to rationalize
any change in reports from neighbor j by attributing it to a private signal from agent j. We
achieve this by making a richness assumption on what agent i believes about her neighbor’s
information structure.8 Specifically, we assume that agent i only knows her own information
structure, namely, the number of her informative signals, the probability of getting x∅ , and
the conditional probability of getting informative signals given the state. She does not know
any neighbor j’s information structure except that each agent’s information structure has full
support. That is, Mj ≥ 2, φj∅ ∈ (0, 1), and φjmn ∈ (0, 1) for all m ≤ Mj and n = 1, 2.
Reports and timeline
Agent i updates her beliefs about the state distribution in each period. Because these beliefs
depend on her cognitive ability ci (to be specified below), we denote her belief in period t as
i,ci
i
9
(pi,c
t (s1 ), pt (s2 )). Each agent can report her belief directly, but to simplify notations, we
let her report the log-likelihood ratio of the probabilities of these two states. That is, agent i
reports her own estimate at time t:10
i,ci
i
i
= log pi,c
bi,c
t (s1 ) − log pt (s2 ).
t

Similarly, for each signal xit from nature, the log-likelihood ratio of the two states is


αtii = log Pr s1 | xit − log Pr s2 | xit .
8

If this richness assumption does not hold, agent i may detect that certain reports from j must be due to
information from some neighbor of agent j unknown to i. Then agent i must update her beliefs about agent j’s
local network and also revises her beliefs about the state given such updated belief about the network, which is
beyond our agents’ cognitive abilities.
9
Agents are cognitively constrained and cannot form beliefs as a Bayesian agent does. Therefore these
probability distributions are not their Bayesian beliefs. They are agent i’s cognitively-constrained beliefs, and
agents with different cognitive abilities may form different beliefs based on the same set of reports. Throughout
this paper, we refer to the cognitively-constrained beliefs as beliefs to ease exposition.
10
Her estimate is only one number because it summarizes her beliefs given the binary states.
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In each period, agent i also forms beliefs about each neighbor j’s belief about the state
i
i
distribution (to be specified below).11 Formally, (pij,c
(s1 ), pij,c
(s2 )) is what agent i believes
t
t
about agent j’s belief in period t. Again, we use the log-likelihood ratios of these beliefs.
Let agent i’s estimate about agent j’s estimate at period t be
i
i
i
bij,c
= log pij,c
(s1 ) − log pij,c
(s2 ).
t
t
t

To simplify notations, we suppress ci and use bit (and bij
t ) when the relevant ci is clear.
For instance, when a formula applies for any ci , or when all agents in the network have the
same cognitive ability. When we compare agent i’s learning outcomes under two cognitive
i,c0
i
and bt i .
abilities, ci and c0i , we explicitly express this dependence by using bi,c
t
The timeline below summarizes how agent i learns in each period. Note that she reports
in each period before she observes any new private signal.
Form estimates
bit , bij
t
s

Report estimates
bit

and receive

bjt

s

New
signal xit
s

t

-

t+1
Figure 1: Timeline

2.2

How do agents with limited cognitive ability learn?

We model an agent’s cognitive ability as her ability to identify old information. Can she identify any old information at all? And if so, which type of old information? To operationalize
it, we assume that each agent has one of three possible cognitive abilities: ci = 0, 1, 2. As a
benchmark, naive learning agents who do not identify any old information have ci = 0. With
low cognitive ability (ci = 1), agent i identifies each neighbor j’s previous report as old information. With moderate cognitive ability (ci = 2), agent i also takes past communications
among neighbors into consideration. We now specify how agents with different cognitive
abilities learn, and illustrate the associated learning dynamics through a running example.
Initial values: at t = 1, agent i forms beliefs using her initial signal. By Bayes’ rule, her
period-1 estimate is bi1 = α0ii . Moreover, bij
1 = 0 for every neighbor j because no reports
have been exchanged and agents have a common symmetric prior.
11
It is worth noting that these are not agents’ second-order beliefs because they are cognitively-constrained.
We refer to them this way to ease exposition.
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2.2.1

Naive learning agent: each report reflects a new signal.

Naive learning agents act as if every report reflects a new, exogenous signal. They incorporate all these signals by Bayes’ rule. That is, for all t ≥ 1, at the beginning of period t + 1,
agent i believes the report from neighbor j (bjt ) reflects his new private signal xjt−1 .12 Recall
that agent i uses her estimate about neighbor j’s estimate bij
t to store old information. When
ci = 0, i does not store any information, that is, bij
t = 0; only then can each new report
reflect a new signal. Agent i then extracts new information and incorporates it.
Formally, we say that agent i extracts a signal xij
t in period t, reflecting what she believes
to be the new information agent j learned by the end of period t − 1. More specifically, agent
ij
i extracts this signal xij
t by using her estimate about agent j (bt ) as the prior, and agent j’s
actual report (bjt ) as the posterior. Using a Bayes-like formula,13
bjt = log

pjt (s1 )
pjt (s2 )

!
= log

ij
pij
t (s1 ) Pr(xt | s1 )
·
ij
pij
t (s2 ) Pr(xt | s2 )

!
= bij
t + log

Pr(xij
t | s1 )
ij
Pr(xt | s2 )

!
.

Let αtij be the log-likelihood ratio of the extracted signal xij
t given the states, which is the
last term of the above equation. Rearrange terms, we have agent i’s signal extraction rule:
αtij = bjt − bij
t .

(1)

Intuitively, agent i removes what she believes to be agent j’s old information from his most
ij
j
recent report. Note that when bij
t = 0, αt = bt : every report is new information.
Next, she updates her own belief using a Bayes-like formula. Specifically, her belief in
period t + 1 uses her belief in period t as the prior, and incorporates her own private signal
and the new signals she extracted from her neighbors. That is,
bit+1 = bit + αtii +

X

αtij .

(2)

j∈Ni

Equation (2) is agent i’s updating rule.14 Agent i with ci = 0, as well as agents of all
Recall that according to the timeline, agent j receives signal xjt−1 at the end of period t−1 and incorporates
it into his report bjt . Note that bjt cannot contain information about xjt , which is observed after the report.
13
Because these agents are not Bayesian in that they do not try to identify new information, they cannot form
posterior beliefs as Bayesians. Throughout this paper, we say they use a Bayes-like formula to mean they apply
Bayes’ rule mechanically to what they believe to be new and independent signals.
14
To see this, note that agent
i uses a Bayes-like formula to signals xit and xij
t such that for n = 1, 2,
Q
pit+1 (sn ) ∝ pit (sn )Pr(xit | sn ) j Pr(xij
t−1 | sn ). Take the log-likelihood ratio, we have equation (2).
12
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cognitive abilities, learn based on the signal extraction rule (1) and the updating rule (2). k
To be concrete, consider a running example with binary symmetric informative signals.
Since all agents have identical information structures, and we drop the agent index from the
set of possible signals.
E XAMPLE 1. The network has two agents and one link: g = {1, 2} and G = {12}. The set of
possible signals is X = {x∅ , x1 , x2 } (recall that x∅ is uninformative). Agent 1, Ann, gets the
only informative signal: x10 = x1 . Agent 2, Bob, gets no informative signal. Let the Bayesian
posterior given the signal be Pr(s1 | x10 ) = φ, where φ ∈ ( 21 , 1), and the log-likelihood ratio
ϕ ≡ log(φ/(1 − φ)).
At t = 0, Ann observes x10 . At t = 1, Ann reports her estimate based on x10 : b11 = α0ii = ϕ.
Bob reports the symmetric prior as he gets no signal: b21 = 0.
Observation: agents overcount exponentially when c1 = c2 = 0.
At each period, Ann treats Bob’s previous report as new information and adds it to her
report. Thus b12 = b22 = ϕ, b13 = b23 = 2ϕ, and so on. As time goes on, they believe in an
exponentially increasing number of the initial signal, summarized in the following table.
Ann
b12
t
ϕ
0
ϕ
0
2ϕ
0
t−2
2 ϕ
0
b1t

t=1
t=2
t=3
t≥4

12
αt−1

b2t

n/a
0
ϕ
t−3
2 ϕ

0
ϕ
2ϕ
t−2
2 ϕ

Bob
b21
t
0
0
0
0

21
αt−1
n/a
ϕ
ϕ
t−3
2 ϕ

Table 1: A two-agent example with c1 = c2 = 0.
2.2.2

Agents with low cognitive ability: any change reflects a new signal

If agent i has low cognitive ability, or ci = 1, she considers each neighbor’s previous report
j
j
as old information. More formally, bij
t = bt−1 , and let b0 = 0 since there is no report at t = 0.
For all t ≥ 1, at period t + 1, agent i compares neighbor j’s report bjt−1 with bjt , and treats
any change as a new signal. The signal extraction rule (1) can be rewritten as:
αtij = bjt − bjt−1 .
She then updates her estimate by updating rule (2). k
10

We now illustrate how agents with ci = 1 learn using Example 1. Intuitively, Ann’s
initial signal is repeatedly learned back and forth between the agents. They believe in a
linearly increasing number of the initial signals as time goes on.
Observation: agents’ overcount linearly when c1 = c2 = 1.

t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4

Ann
b1t
b12
t
ϕ
0
ϕ
0
2ϕ
ϕ
2ϕ
ϕ

12
αt−1
n/a
0
ϕ
0

Bob
b2t
b21
t
0
0
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
2ϕ
2ϕ

21
αt−1
n/a
ϕ
0
ϕ

Table 2: A two-agent example with c1 = c2 = 1.
At t = 2, Ann and Bob report b12 = ϕ and b22 = ϕ. When c1 = 1, Ann treats the change
in Bob’s report as new information (even though Bob just learned it from her). At t = 3,
Ann extracts a signal α212 = b22 − b21 = ϕ and incorporates it: b13 = 2ϕ. Similarly, at t = 4,
Bob extracts another copy of x10 and incorporates it into his estimate. From now on, in each
odd period, Ann extracts a new copy of x10 , and thus b1t = (t + 1)/2ϕ.Similarly, in each even
period, Bob extracts a new copy of x10 , and thus b2t = t/2ϕ. 
2.2.3

Agents with moderate cognitive ability: unexpected change reflects a new signal

Agent i with moderate cognitive ability (ci = 2) understands agent j learns from herself and
any neighbor k. She also expects agent j to incorporate any new information thus learned.
Agent i decomposes the change in each neighbor’s report into two parts—the expected and
the unexpected. For instance, Ann in Example 1 expects Bob to learn from her report b11 = ϕ:
she does not consider the resulting change in Bob’s report as new. Only the unexpected
change reflects a new signal.
To compute the expected change in agent j’s information—what agent j learns from
herself and neighbor k’s most recent reports—agent i needs to estimate what agent j believes
she and neighbor k believes about the state distribution. Her sophistication is reflected in this
change of perspective: she is reasoning on behalf of agent j given her information. We call
ijk
biji
agent i’s
t agent i’s estimate about agent j’s estimate about her own estimate; and bt
estimate about agent j’s estimate about agent k’s estimates.15 These estimates stores, in
15

These estimates are the log-likelihood ratios of agent i’s belief about agent j’s belief about her own belief
(and respectively agent k’s belief) about the probability that the state is s1 over that of s2 .
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agent i’s opinion, agent j’s old information about herself and about agent k. Only then can
she compute the signal (she believes) agent j extracts from report bit and bkt akin to the signal
extraction rule (1). Specifically, agent i believes that agent j extracts the following signal
from herself and from neighbor k. For all k ∈ Ni ∩ Nj :
ijk
αtiji = bit − biji
= bkt − bijk
t , and αt
t .

(3)

These extracted signals αtiji and αtijk are the expected change in agent j’s report from agent
i’s perspective. Next, at the beginning of t + 1 for all t ≥ 1, agent i first updates her estimate
about neighbor j, bij
t , by incorporating these expected changes using a Bayes-like formula
similar to her updating rule (2):
j
iji
bij
t+1 = bt + αt +

X

αtijk .

(4)

k

That is, agent i starts from agent j’s previous report and adds what she believes agent j has
extracted from his neighbors.16 By signal extraction rule (1), the difference between bjt+1 and
the updated bij
t+1 is the unexpected change in agent j’s report.
ijk
To terminate the learning procedure, agent i also needs to form biji
t and bt . When ci = 2,
her limited depth of reasoning is reflected by the fact she cannot learn on behalf of one agent
ijk
for another. That is, she cannot form biji
t and bt using a Bayes-like formula. Intuitively, she
uses her estimates about agent k’s estimates as what she believes to be agent j’s estimates
about agent k’s estimates. Similarly, she uses her estimate about agent j’s estimate to be
what she believes to be agent j’s estimate about her own estimate, since they derive from the
same set of reports.17 Formally,
ij
ijk
biji
= bik
t = bt , and bt
t .

(5)

Next, agent i uses updating rule (2) to form her estimates just like agents with ci = 0, 1. k
The ability to reason on behalf a neighbor pays off: agents with ci = 2 learn correctly in
Example 1, unlike agents with lower cognitive abilities.
16
We can alternatively express the updating rule (4) as agent i starts from her previous estimate about agent
j’s estimate, bij
t , and adds all the new information, which also includes what agent i has extracted from agent
ij
j
j. Since bjt = bij
t + αt , we recover bt in the equation above.
17
We discuss the use of these degenerate estimates in the next subsection. In the general model of Section
4.2, agents with higher cognitive ability can reason on behalf of agent j and estimate what agent j should
believe about her beliefs given the reports they observe in a Bayes-like fashion.
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Observation: agents’ learning outcomes are correct if c1 = c2 = 2.

b1t
t=1
t=2
t≥3

ϕ
ϕ
ϕ

Ann
b12
t
0
ϕ
ϕ

12
αt−1

b2t

n/a
0
0

0
ϕ
ϕ

Bob
b21
t
0
ϕ
ϕ

21
αt−1
n/a
ϕ
0

Table 3: A two-agent example with c1 = c2 = 2.
At the beginning of t = 2, Ann notices that Bob’s period-1 estimate agrees with what
12
she expects him to report, that is, b21 = b12
1 = 0. So, Ann learns nothing from 2: α1 = 0,
and her report does not change: b12 = ϕ. But Bob notices that Ann’s period-1 estimate is not
21
the symmetric prior: b11 6= b21
1 , and extracts a signal α1 = ϕ. Bob then adds this signal to
his estimate: b22 = b21 + α121 = ϕ. Next, by equation (3), α1121 = b11 − b12
1 = ϕ. By equation
121
2
= ϕ. Intuitively, Ann expects Bob to learn her initial signal x10 , and thus
(4), b12
2 = b1 + α 1
she correctly forms b12
2 . Bob still expects agent 1 to learn nothing from him, so he updates
to b21
2 = ϕ. For all t ≥ 3, the agents’ estimates and their estimates of each other’s estimate
agree. There is no new information: αt12 = αt21 = 0, and their estimates remain unchanged.
Both agents believe the true state is s1 with probability φ, which is the Bayesian posterior. 

2.3

Learning procedure: summary and remarks

We summarize the entire learning procedure before remarking on its features.
Initial values: at t = 1, bi1 = α0ii , bij
1 = 0.
In each period t + 1, agent i:
Step 1: updates own estimate by applying signal extraction rule
(1) and updating rule (2).
Step 2: updates her estimate about neighbor j’s estimate:

bij
t+1




0, if ci = 0;


= bjt , if ci = 1;



bj + αiji + P αijk , if c = 2.
i
t
t
k t

Remark 1: key component–agent i’s estimate about j’s estimate. In our model, bij
t contains all the old information that agent i believes agent j has learned given their reports in
13

t − 1. Note that bij
t excludes agent j’s private signal in period t − 1, which arrives at the
end of period t − 1. This way of storing old information is simple to implement.18 Agent
i iteratively computes her period-(t + 1) estimate from her period-t estimate. She begins
by extracting new signals from her neighbors and treating all of them as independent. Then
she uses her period-t estimate as her prior, applies the updating rule (2) to form her period(t + 1) estimate using the extracted signals. Thus her period-(t + 1) estimate reflects her
most up-to-date estimate about the state distribution given her cognitive ability.
Remark 2: why do we use degenerate estimates? Each agent faces a cognitive constraint
beyond which she can not process information in a Bayesian way. For example, when ci =
2, agent i understands that neighbor j should learn from a common neighbor k. A more
sophisticated agent i would compute—given the reports both i and j can observe—what
agent j believes agent k believes about the state distribution.19 Agent i with ci = 2 cannot
do it, and her most natural choice is to use her own estimate. That is, using her estimate
about agent k’s estimate to replace what she thinks is agent j’s estimate about k’s estimate:
iji
= bij
bijk
= bik
t . Agent i thinks j’s estimate of her estimate is
t
t . Similarly, she uses bt
the same as her own estimate about agent j’s estimate, because both depend on all the old
information between herself and agent j. Using such degenerate estimates—non-Bayesian
short cuts—may lead to learning errors. For instance, if agent i and k observe a different set
of reports from those observed by agent i, j and k (see Example 3). On the other hand, we
show when these degenerate estimates are without loss in Section 4.2.
Remark 3: knowledge about the network. Inherited from boundedly rational learning
models, our agents face an implicit constraint, namely, they do not know nor learn about
the entire network.20 One may wonder why agents face both a network knowledge constraint and a cognitive constraint, and whether we can isolate the effect of each constraint on
agents’ learning. We model both constraints because they both require depths of reasoning
We can allow bij
t to include agent i’s updated belief about agent j’s beliefs given her own private signal
but it is not necessary. Consider the following example. At t = 1, given her initial signal, agent i can
update her belief about agent j’s belief because their signals are correlated unconditional on the state. But
doing so requires agent i to know the information structure of agent j, which is unrealistic in many settings.
More importantly, such computations are not needed. After agent i hears agent j’s report bj1 , she can easily
back out agent j’s initial signal from the signal extraction rule (1).
19
This is akin to forming third-order belief in its computational difficulty. In simple dominant solvable
games, Kneeland (2015) show many players don’t have high enough level of rationality to form such beliefs.
We model it this way such that when an agent’s cognitive constraint binds, she behaves as if she replaces the
c + 1 order belief with her c-order belief.
20
This type of assumption is often used implicitly in naive learning and boundedly rational learning models
(see DeGroot 1974, Bala and Goyal 1998, DeMarzo, Vayanos and Zwiebel 2003,Breza, Chandrasekhar and
Tahbaz-Salehi 2018, Molavi, Tahbaz-Salehi and Jadbabaie 2018, among many others).
18

xit−1 ,
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we believe a boundedly rational agent does not have. To learn about the entire network from
one’s neighbors’ report requires an agent to form beliefs about the number of agents in the
network and about all the possible paths through which information can travel to her. She
also needs to update all these beliefs each time she receives new information. Computationally demanding even in a three-agent network (Gale and Kariv 2003), such complex updating
in a typical network is beyond the capacity of modern computers.21 If an agent has difficulty
processing information from a small set of neighbors, it is unlikely that she can learn about
the entire network. This modeling consideration also shows up next.
Remark 4: extension–one’s learning also depends on neighbors’ cognitive abilities. We
assume, as a behavioral heuristic, agent i’s learning rule depends only on her own cognitive
ability. She does not know or form beliefs over her neighbors’ cognitive abilities, nor does
she take into account her neighbors’ cognitive ability when she estimates their estimates.We
make this assumption for the same reason as above: these agents don’t have enough cognitive
ability to form such complex beliefs. It is conceptually simple (but notationally cumbersome)
to extend our model to allow each agent to know her neighbors’ cognitive abilities. In this
case, an agent’s estimate of a neighbor’s estimate must depend on that neighbor’s cognitive
ability, so she needs a set of neighbor-specific learning rules. We illustrate this case though
Example 4, showing how agents with higher cognitive abilities make fewer learning errors.

3

Learning outcomes

Can agents learn correctly given their cognitive constraints? To answer this question, we first
lay out our notions of correct learning.
D EFINITION 1. Agent i’s learning outcomes are correct if her estimates converge to the
log-likelihood ratios of the Bayesian posterior for all sequences of realized signals XT :
limt→∞ bit = log Pr(s1 | XT ) − log Pr(s2 | XT ). They are asymptotically correct if she
learns the true state almost surely when agents receive infinitely many signals (T = ∞).
With a finite number of signals (T < ∞), the Bayesian posterior is bounded away from
0 and 1. In this case, the notion of correct learning requires each agent’s long-run estimate
to match the log-likelihood ratio of the Bayesian posterior. With infinitely many signals,
asymptotic learning requires that agents learn the true state with probability 1.
21

For instance, Valiant (1979) show counting the number of s−t paths in a graph is #P-complete and Roberts
and Kroese (2007) consider algorithms to improve counting in known networks.
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3.1

Correct learning with moderate cognitive ability

With moderate cognitive ability, agents can reason on behalf of each neighbor but no further.
Despite this constraint, we now show they learn correctly in a social quilt, a network in
which any pair of agents must be connected if they belong to the same circle. Intuitively,
it is a tree-like union of cliques—each node of the tree consists of a set of fully-connected
agents. Figure 2 illustrates a social quilt, which include well-known subnetworks such as
trees, cliques, stars, lines, and some of the core-periphery networks.
2
3

1
4

5

6

Figure 2: A social quilt
P ROPOSITION 1. In a social quilt, agents learn correctly if and only if ci = 2 for all agents.
Agents with moderate cognitive ability learn correctly in social quilts, because the shortcuts they use due to their cognitive constraints—the degenerate estimates in expression (5)—
turn out to be correct. This is due to a special feature of social quilts: the shared local network
of every pair of agents is a clique. To see this, suppose agent i and j has two common neighbors, then the four of them form a circle. By definition of a social quilt, these two common
neighbors must be connected as well, and thus agent i and j’s shared local network is a fouragent clique. Clearly, within a clique, everyone observes the same set of reports. Consider
the clique {1, 2, 3, 4} of Figure 2. As g41 = g42 = g43 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, agent 4 thinks that
agent 1 hears the reports from the same set of people as agent 2. Moreover, if agent 4 were
able to use Bayes’ rule to estimate agent 1’s estimates of agent 2’s estimates, b412
t , she would
use the reports from agents {1, 2, 3, 4} just like her estimates about agent 2’s estimates. Thus
b412
= b42
t
t from her perspective; the short cuts she uses are in fact correct. Agent 4 has
another shared local network: g45 = g46 = {4, 5, 6}. Note that agent 4’s estimate about
neighbor 5 or 6 are based on reports from the three of them, namely, b456
= b46
t
t , and can
differ from agent 4’s estimate about agent 1.
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Because of this special feature, each agent with moderate cognitive ability makes no local learning errors in a social quilt. For agent i, forming estimates about each neighbor’s
estimates correctly is sufficient. All her estimates about one neighbor’s estimates about
. . . another neighbor’s estimates are the same because they are based on the same set of reports. She would not learn any better even if she could form sophisticated estimates involving
more neighbors (formally proved in Section 4.2). In addition, agents make no learning errors
globally because there is no chance for old information to reach an agent repeatedly though
the unobserved part of the network. A social quilt contains no simple circle—a circle that
contains more than three agents and each agent has exactly two links to others in the circle.
Therefore new information reaches each agent once and only once, who learns it correctly.
For necessity, we show that even if just one agent has low cognitive ability (say c1 = 1),
all agents’ learning could be incorrect. Suppose that agent 1 receives the only informative
signal at t = 0 and reports it at t = 1. Then each neighbor j = 2, 3, 4 learns it and
incorporates it into his estimate at t = 2. Because c1 = 1, agent 1 cannot recognize that the
change in j’s report at t = 2 reflects what j has learned from herself. Instead, she treats this
change as a new signal and incorporates it at t = 3. In doing so, she overcounts her initial
signal by three copies. These duplicated copies are in turn treated as new signals by 1’s
neighbors at t = 4. In this way, all agents learn more and more copies of the initial signal.22
In the limit, everyone believes in the state that is most likely given the initial signal. But the
Bayesian posterior is interior: it cannot rule out any state.
Together, Proposition 1 shows that from a planner’s perspective, social quilts are conducive toward agents’ learning even if they are not very sophisticated. For instance, to facilitate learning about a new fertilizer, a planner may want to have each local village to be
fully connected, and the village leaders connected in a tree, such as the islands-connections
network in Jackson and Rogers (2005). In this way, all villagers can learn whether the technology is effective without being misled by a few faulty initial signals.

3.2

Learning outcomes with low cognitive ability

Agents with low cognitive ability, however, believe in duplicated copies of true signals as
shown in Example 1. Severe learning errors of this type can contribute to the spread of
fake news and misinformation.23 We now study the learning dynamics of these agents and
22

The network’s learning outcomes improve significantly if the cognitive abilities are known and agents can
account for that (see Example 4).
23
For example, after the Brexit referendum, only 29% of the public correctly believe that European immigrants pay £4.7b more in taxes than what they receive in benefits and services. These wrong beliefs also vary
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compare their learning patterns with naive learning agents. These results can be used in
experiments to estimate the subjects’ heterogeneous cognitive abilities.
For simplicity, we consider the case of initial signals only. Let b1 be the vector of agents’
estimates at period 1.24 Its i-th element is agent i’s estimate bi1 = α0ii , the log-likelihood ratio
of the two states given agent i’s initial signal. Similarly, bt is the vector of the agents’
estimates at period t, with its i-th row being agent i’s estimate bit . Let A be the adjacency
matrix of the network and its il-th entry be Ail . That is, Ail = 1 if il ∈ G and Ail = 0
otherwise. Also, Aii = 0, and I is the identity matrix.
If all agents have low cognitive ability, they count each change in a neighbor’s reports as
a new signal. Observe that Ail measures whether agent l can learn agent i’s initial signal in
one period, since it equals 1 if and only if l ∈ Ni . Similarly, (Ak )il , the il-th entry of matrix
Ak , measures how many walks of length k the initial signal can travel from i to l.25 This is
precisely how agents with ci = 1 learn. Agents’ estimates in period t are:
bt =

t−1
X

!
Ak

b1 .

(6)

k=0

P ROPOSITION 2. Consider a network with at least one circle of an odd length. Suppose all
P
agents have low cognitive ability; then there exists a vector w such that if i wi α0ii 6= 0,
agents’ estimates converge as t → ∞.
Agents’ estimates are given by (6). As time goes on, the new information extracted by
each agent with low cognitive ability contains an increasing number of copies of all agents’
initial signals. The number of duplicated copies grow at the same exponential rate. While
agents may disagree in the beginning as their initial signals travel through the network, their
eventual estimates are dominated by the same weighted average of their initial estimates.26
The network structure determines the weights agents use. For instance, in a clique, the
weights are equal and thus all agents believe in the state most likely given the initial signals.
Proposition 2 immediately implies that agents with low cognitive ability may all believe
in the wrong state. For instance, this occurs if an agent whose estimate every agent places a
large weight on receives a wrong signal. One may attribute these learning errors to the fact
greatly among different groups. See “Brexit Misperceptions,” the October 2018 study by the Policy Institute at
King’s College (https://www.kcl.ac.uk/policy-institute/research-analysis/the-publics-brexit-misperceptions).
24
Throughout this paper, we use bold font for vectors.
25
A walk from i to l is a sequence of possibly repeat agents (i0 i1 . . . ik ) such that i0 = i, ik = l and
ih ih+1 ∈ G for all h < k.
26
We rule out the indeterminate knife-edge case, and thus agents believe in the most likely state given a
weighted average of their estimates, where the weight is proportional to the left eigenvector of A.
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that agents only receive a finite number of initial signals. But this intuition is incomplete:
the Law of Large Numbers (LLN) may fail when all agents have low cognitive ability.
P ROPOSITION 3. In any network with three or more agents, if ci = 1 for all agents, their
learning outcomes are not asymptotically correct with a positive probability.
We prove this by construction: when some agents receive wrong initial signals, all agents
may believe in a wrong state even if they receive an arbitrarily large number of correct signals
later. Intuitively, the duplicate copies of the initial wrong signals are repeatedly learned by
the agents because of their low cognitive ability. These duplicate copies then travel through
the network, growing at an exponential rate and dominating all the later correct signals. More
generally, the failure of LLN could occur when only a subset of agents have low cognitive
ability. We use a 4-agent circle to show agents with moderate cognitive ability can learn
asymptotically correctly, but they cannot do so with low cognitive ability.
E XAMPLE 2. Four agents are connected in a circle C = (1234). Recall from Example 1 that
S = {s1 , s2 }, X = {x∅ , x1 , x2 }, and log (Pr(s1 | x1 )/ Pr(s2 | x1 )) = ϕ > 0. The true state
is s1 . Consider the following sequence of realized signals XT : xi0 = x2 and xit = x1 for all
t ≥ 1 and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The correct Bayesian posterior is Pr(s1 |XT ) = 1.
Clearly, x1 (resp. x2 ) is more indicative of state s1 (resp. s2 ). Under XT , everyone
receives a wrong signal initially, but receives infinitely many correct signals x1 from period
1 onward. At t = 1, bi1 (s1 ) = −ϕ for all four agents.
Observation: asymptotically correct learning when ci = 2 for all agents. At t = 2, each
agent learns two x2 , one from each neighbor, and one x1 from nature, so bi2 = −2ϕ. With
ci = 2, agent i expects each neighbor to learn one copy of x2 from her and to add it to his
initial signal of x2 , thus bij
2 = −2ϕ. At t = 3, agent i learns nothing from her neighbors
j
1
i
1
because bij
2 = b2 , and one x from nature, and thus b3 = −ϕ. At t = 4, agent i learns two x ,
one from each neighbor, and an additional x1 from nature, and thus bi4 = 2ϕ. For all t ≥ 5,
agents learn (multiple copies of) x1 from each neighbor and one x1 from nature. In the limit,
they believe correctly that the true state is s1 .
Observation: wrong learning outcomes when ci = 1 for all agents. At t = 2, agent i’s
estimate remains bi2 = −2ϕ. But when ci = 1, agent i believes that each neighbors’ previous
2
report represents his old information, and thus bij
2 = −ϕ. Then, she learns one copy of x
from each neighbor in the beginning of t = 3. Similarly, in each period t ≥ 3, each agent
learns one x2 from each neighbor, and one x1 from nature, and thus bit = −tϕ. In the limit,
they believe incorrectly that the true state is s2 . 
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While agents with low cognitive ability make many learning errors, even such rudimentary ability to identify old information can reduce learning errors significantly. To see this,
we compare the learning outcomes of these agents with the naive learning agents. Recall that
naive agents treat every report as a new signal. Then agent i’s estimate in period t is formed
by adding up all the period-(t − 1) estimates in her local network:
bt = (A + I)bt−1 ⇒ bt = (A + I)t−1 b1 .

(7)

In particular, the il-th entry of (A + I)t−1 reflects the number of copies of signal xi0 that
agent l extracted by period t − 1.27 Given how agents’ estimates evolve when they are naive
and when they have low cognitive ability (expression (7) and (6)), we have:
C OROLLARY 1. Let xi0 be an informative signal. Then as t → ∞, the difference between the
number of copies of xi0 each agent believes in when they are naive and that when they have
low cognitive ability (ci = 1) goes to infinity.
The difference in the number of copies of xi0 each agent l believes in when agents are


P
t−1
naive and when they have low cognitive ability is the il-th entry of t−1
− 1 Ak
k=0
k
by the Binomial Theorem. This difference clearly increases in t and grows to infinity as
t → ∞. Moreover, in experiments which typically last a small number of rounds, agents
will low cognitive ability make far fewer errors than naive learning agents.

4

The general model and a key cutoff property

4.1

Learning procedure for any ci

The simple model illustrates how an agent identifies old information given her cognitive
constraints. Next, we allow each agent to have a finite level of cognitive ability to answer
two questions. First, as an agent’s cognitive ability increases, is there a limit as to how well
she can learn? Second, how does this limit depend on the network structure?
The environment remains the same except that we allow for any finite set of possible states S: S = {s1 , . . . , sN }. Recall that for each informative signal, φimn is agent
i’s conditional probability of receiving signal xi,m if the state is sn . Agent i’s estimate is
now a vector of the log-likelihood ratios of the states: bit = {bit (s1 ), . . . , bit (sN )}, where
bit (sn ) = log pit (sn ) − log pit (sN ). Similarly, agent i’s estimate about agent j’s estimate, and
27

Levy and Razin (2018) show that as t → ∞, all agents believe in the state that is most likely given a
weighted average of the initial beliefs, where the weights are the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of A + I.
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ij
the signal she extracts from j, are denoted by bij
t and αt , because they are vectors of the
log-likelihood ratios over the states.
Intuitively, agent i with ci > 2 forms her estimates involving ci agents using a Bayes-like
formula, but she uses a short cut for her estimates involving ci + 1 agents. To be concrete,
suppose agent 1 in Figure 2 has c1 = 3. Then she can form estimates b123
t+1 : what she believes
agent 2 believes about agent 3’s estimate about the state distribution. To do so, she should
extract a signal that she believes that agent 2 believes that agent 3 has learned from agent
using these signals similar to updating rule
1, 2, 3, 4. Then she updates her estimate b123
t
using a Bayes-like
(2). But she cannot form estimates involving all four agents such as b1234
t
formula and has to use a short cut similar to expression (5).
Agent i’s depth of reasoning is again captured by whether she can reason through what
neighbor i1 believes about neighbor i2 believes about . . . agent ik−1 using Bayes-like formulas. More precisely, for each clique {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 } with k ≤ ci , agent i forms an estimate
ii i
bt 1 k−1 about agent i1 ’s estimate about . . . agent ik−1 ’s estimate as follows.28
i,i ,...,i
Initial values: bi1 = αii0 , bii1 1 = . . . = b1 1 k−1 = 0.
For all t ≥ 1, agent i applies (1) and (2) to update her own estimates, and forms the
following multi-agent estimates.
Signal extraction rule-general: she extracts a new signal about what she believes that
agent i1 believes . . . agent ik−1 has learned from agent h similar to formula (1). For each
h ∈ gii1 ...ik−1 ,
ii ...ik−1 h

αt 1

ii ...ik−1 h

= bht − bt 1

.

(8)

Updating rule-general: she incorporates the new signals from (8) similar to formula (2)
and forms her estimate about agent i1 ’s estimate about . . . about agent ik−1 ’s estimate.
ii ...ik−1

1
bt+1

ii ...ik−1

= bt 1

ii ...ik−1 h

X

+

αt 1

.

(9)

h∈gii1 ...ik−1

Type 1 degenerate estimate: binding cognitive constraint. In any clique {i, i1 , . . . , ici },
agent i sets her (ci + 1)-agent estimate to be her ci -agent estimate without agent i1 :
ii i ...ici

1 2
bt+1

ii ...ici

2
= bt+1

28

.

(10)

These are again the log-likelihood ratios of what agent i believes about . . . about agent ik−1 ’s belief about
the state distribution.
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Agent i does not form estimates involving (ci + 2) or more agents.
ii ...i

h

1
k−1
where
Type 2 degenerate estimate: last agent is a repeat agent. For any bt+1
h ∈ {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 } is a repeat agent, agent i sets her multi-agent estimate equal to the one
without the repeat agent:

ii ...ik−1 h

1
bt+1

ii ...ik−1

1
= bt+1

.

(11)

Note that the last agent is the only place where repeat agent is allowed. k
Remark 5: type 1 degenerate estimate is the key to how we model agent i’s limited depth
of reasoning. We examine how it affects her learning outcomes next.29 On the positive side,
type 1 degenerate estimate does not affect agent i’s learning outcomes if her cognitive ability
is above a cutoff level, which may not be high in real data. Therefore agents achieve their
best learning outcomes—given they only learn from their neighbors—even when they are
not very sophisticated. On the negative side, whenever an agent falls short of this cutoff,
she will make (additional) learning errors regardless of which ci -agent estimate she uses to
replace her ci + 1-agent estimate. Intuitively, these additional learning errors occur when the
reports observed by all the (ci + 1) agents differ from those observed by the chosen ci agents
(see Example 3). In this case, agent i’s specific learning errors may differ depending which
agent she removes from her (c1 + 1)-agent estimate. But the qualitative nature of these errors
remains: she exhibits and exaggerates opinion swings in the network.

4.2

Main property: a cutoff level of cognitive ability

We now define a cutoff level of cognitive ability for each agent, which is uniquely determined
by her (local) network structure.
D EFINITION 2. Let ĉi be the cutoff level of cognitive ability of agent i such that:
(1) ĉi = 2: if agent i and her neighbor j’s shared local network (gij , Gij ) is a clique for
all j ∈ Ni ; otherwise,
(2) ĉi = k: if k is the smallest integer such that the shared local network of agent i and

any of her k − 1 neighbors gii1 ...ik−1 , Gii1 ...ik−1 is a clique.
29

In contrast, type 2 degenerate estimate where a repeat agent is removed from an agent’s estimate does not
affect her learning outcomes in and of itself. More details can be found in Proposition A1 of Appendix A.1 and
the discussion thereafter. We include it to reduce the number of estimates an agent forms.
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We illustrate this definition using Figure 3, which contains one component of the highschool friendship network from Coleman (1961).30
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Figure 3: One component of the high-school friendship network
Begin with agent 1: her cutoff level is ĉ1 = 2 because she only has one neighbor and their
shared local network includes only themselves, which is a clique. Agent 2’s cutoff is also
ĉ2 = 2 because his shared local network with each neighbor is a clique: (g12 , G12 ) is a line
of two agents, and each (g2h , G2h ) for h ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} is a clique of five agents. Similarly, in
a social quilt, every agent has a cutoff level of 2 because every pair of agents’ shared local
network is a clique.
When does an agent’s cutoff get higher than 2? Consider agent 7 in Figure 3. Her shared
local network with neighbor 8 contains agents {7, 8, 9, 10}. It is not a clique because 9 and
10 are not connected. Clearly, the shared local network of {7, 8, 9} (and also {7, 8, 10}) is a
clique. Then by part (2) of Definition 2, ĉ7 = 3. Interestingly, among the 146 students in this
high-school friendship network, 119 have a cutoff of 2, 23 have a cutoff of 3, and only 4 of
them have a cutoff of 5. These four students are {11, 13, 14, 15} in Figure 3.31
We now show that agent i’s learning outcomes are the same, ceteris paribus, for all
cognitive abilities above this cutoff. Let c−i be the cognitive abilities of all other agents
except for agent i. Also recall that XT is the sequence of all the realized signals.
30

The full network of 146 students as cited by Feld (1991) is reproduced in Figure A1 in the appendix.
To see why, notice that the shared local network of these four agents include agent 16 and 12, who are not
connected themselves. But the shared networks of these four agents together with either agent 12 or agent 16
are cliques. Therefore the cutoff is 5 for these four agents.
31

23

P ROPOSITION 4. Fix a network, we have:
(1) agent i’s estimates are the same when her cognitive ability is above her cutoff:
i
i
bi,c
= bi,ĉ
for all ci ≥ ĉi , all c−i , t, and XT ;
t
t
i
i
(2) her cutoff is tight: for any ci < ĉi , bi,c
6= bi,ĉ
for some c−i , t, and XT .
t
t

Proposition 4 is useful because it shows that in real networks, an agent may not need a
high cognitive ability to obtain her best learning outcomes—her learning outcomes under an
arbitrarily high level of cognitive ability. On one hand, if agent i’s best learning outcomes
are correct, then she learns correctly as long as her cognitive ability is above her cutoff level.
But if she is unable to learn correctly at the cutoff level, then her learning outcomes will not
improve. On the other hand, if an agent’s cognitive ability falls short of her cutoff (ci < ĉi ),
she will make learning errors due to her cognitive constraint. But she makes fewer learning
errors if she has higher cognitive ability, which in turn will improve other agents’ learning
outcomes. A more subtle implication of Proposition 4 is that agent i does not need to form
estimates involving more than ĉi agents. Thus, the general learning rule in Section 4.1 is
even less demanding on agent i’s cognitive ability than it first appears.
We prove this proposition through Lemma A1 and A2 in the appendix. Lemma A1 shows
why agent i’s learning outcomes stay the same when her cognitive ability is above ĉi . Since
agent i’s neighbors are finite, and she only learns from her neighbors, the set of reports
she can observe and make use of is finite as well. Thus it is not surprising that she needs
only a finite level of cognitive ability to store old information in her local network. But this
intuition is incomplete. In fact, agent i’s cutoff does not depend on (and can be much lower
than) her degree, the number of neighbors she has. Rather, it depends on the structure of
her local network. Recall from Definition 2, the shared local network of i and any of her
ĉi − 1 neighbors must be a clique. Within a clique, agents observe the same reports and thus
form the same estimates. Specifically, any ĉi -agent estimate is the same as any (ĉi + 1)-agent
estimate in the clique. Therefore, type 1 degenerate estimate using the former to replace the
latter does not lead to additional, “local” learning errors.
This lemma immediately shows that Proposition 1 apply to all agents with cognitive
ability ci ≥ 2 since each agent in a social quilt has a cutoff of ci = 2. But whether agent
i’s learning outcomes are correct when her cognitive ability is above her cutoff depends on
the entire network structure. This is because each agent only knows and learns from her
local network: she cannot avoid learning errors due to the unobserved network structure. For
instance, in the 4-agent circle of Example 2, each agent also has a cutoff level of ci = 2. But
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they make learning errors even with moderate (or higher) cognitive abilities, because they
don’t know old information can travel around the circle and reach them again.
Next, Lemma A2 shows that the cutoff is tight. If her cognitive ability falls short of
her cutoff, agent i’s degenerate estimates can be based on a wrong set of shared reports.
Specifically, agent i has to use degenerate estimate as in expression (10) to set her (ci + 1)agent estimate, which is done by removing an agent from the (ci + 1) agents. When ci < ĉi ,
the shared local network of the remaining ci agents may not be a clique, and thus their
shared reports may differ from those shared by the original (ci + 1) agents. Then, her multiagent estimates would differ from the ones she would have formed if she is not cognitively
constrained. Once her (ci + 1)-agent estimate is wrong, it affects her ci -agent, . . . , 2-agent
estimates iteratively and leads to wrong estimates. To illustrate, consider the network in
Figure 4, the same as the subgraph of agents {7, 8, 9, 10} in Figure 3.
2

3

1

4

Figure 4: A diamond with a link
Recall that ĉ1 = ĉ3 = 2 while ĉ2 = ĉ4 = 3. If c2 = 2, then agent 2 cannot form her
234
= b24
3-agent estimate b234
t . But the reports seen
t . Instead, she uses degenerate estimate bt
by both 2 and 4 are from agents {1, 2, 3, 4}, while the reports seen by {2, 3, 4} are from the
three of them. If agent 1 gets an informative signal and reports it, these two sets of reports
differ. Consequently, agent 2 makes learning errors. We now contrast the learning outcomes
when ci = 3 for all agents and when ci = 2 for all agents in Figure 4.
E XAMPLE 3. Consider the diamond with a link network in Figure 4. Let x10 = x30 = x1
be the only informative signals. As before, log (Pr(s1 | x1 )/ Pr(s2 | x1 )) = ϕ > 0. The
log-likelihood ratio of the state distribution based on η copies of x1 is ηϕ. When η < 0, it
means that the agent believes in −η copies of x2 instead.
At t = 1, b11 = b31 = ϕ, and b21 = b41 = 0. At t = 2, b12 = b32 = ϕ, and b22 = b42 = 2ϕ. Then
their learning outcomes depend on their cognitive abilities.
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t=1
t=2
t = 2τ + 1, τ ∈ N
t = 2τ + 2, τ ∈ N

b1t = b3t
ϕ
ϕ
3ϕ
ϕ

b2t = b4t
0
2ϕ
2ϕ
2ϕ

12
14
αt−1
= αt−1
n/a
0
ϕ
−ϕ

Table 4: Learning in a diamond with a link with ci = 3.
Observation: correct learning for agent 2 and 4 when ci ≥ 3 for all agents. Agent 2 and
4 observe the entire network and have sufficient cognitive abilities since ĉ2 = ĉ4 = 3. Thus
agent 2 and 4 know their reports b22 = b42 = 2ϕ are based on signals from agent 1 and 3. and
they do not learn from each other. Their estimates remain at 2ϕ for all t ≥ 2. Moreover,
agent 2 and 4 know that agent 1 and 3 do not know each other, and thus they expect agent 1
and 3 to make the following learning errors.
Since agent 1 and 3 are symmetric, we focus on agent 1. At t = 3, agent 1 learns two
copies of x1 , one from each neighbor, so b13 = 3ϕ. She also believes that agent 2 should learn
14
from agent 4 just like she learns from agent 4, and thus b12
3 = b3 = 3ϕ. At t = 4, she learns
two copies of x2 (the opposite of x1 ), one from each neighbor. This is because b23 = 2ϕ while
12
2
12
b12
3 = 3ϕ, and thus α3 = b3 − b3 = −ϕ. That is, she rationalizes the fact that agent 2 and
4 report two, instead of three, copies of x1 by believing each of them has received a copy of
x2 . So b14 = ϕ. She also believes agent 2 should learn from agent 4 just like she learns from
14
4, and thus b12
4 = b4 = ϕ. For all t ≥ 3, agent 1 and 3’s estimates oscillate between 3ϕ in
odd periods and ϕ in even periods.
Observation: diverging opinion swings when ci = 2 for all agents. We keep track of agent
1 and 2 only because of the symmetry. At t = 3, b13 = 3ϕ and b23 = 2ϕ as above. But now
agent 2 does not have the ability to reason on behalf of agent 1 for agent 4. Instead, she sets
b214
= b24
2
2 = 2ϕ using her degenerate estimate. Then, agent 2 believes agent 1 does not
learn from agent 4 just like she does not learn from 4, and thus b21
3 = 2ϕ. At t = 4, agent
2 learns two copies of x1 , one from agent 1 and one from agent 3: b24 = 4ϕ. Agent 2 learns
x1 from agent 1 because she thought agent 1 should report 2ϕ but he reports 3ϕ: b13 = 3ϕ
while b21
3 = 2ϕ. Their opinion swings increase over time and never converge (proof in the
appendix):
(b15 , b25 ) = (7ϕ, 0), (b16 , b26 ) = (−7ϕ, 10ϕ), (b17 , b27 ) = (27ϕ, −19ϕ), . . .
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As time goes on, all agents’ estimates oscillate and move away from the log-likelihood
ratio of the Bayesian posterior, which is 2ϕ. Not only agent 2 and 4 fail to account for the
oscillations of agent 1 and 3, they exacerbate such errors. 
This example illustrates that while high cognitive abilities on a network level do not
guarantee correct learning, they can improve the network’s learning outcomes by enabling
some agents to account for other agents’ learning errors. Clearly, even when all agents have
ci = 3 ≥ ĉi , agent 1 and 3 still have opinion swings. They cannot avoid errors—agent 2 and
4’s estimates are correlated—because they don’t know the true network.32

5

Discussions and concluding remarks

5.1

Decisive evidence

Can agents learn correctly regardless of their cognitive abilities and the network structure?
The answer is yes, if every agent’s signal provides decisive evidence, which eliminates some
states from the set of possible true states.33 Recall that φimn is the probability agent i observes
signal xi,m when the true state is sn , and φi∅ is the probability she observes the uninformative
signal. Then, decisive evidence requires that each φimn ∈ {0, 1 − φi∅ }. That is, the signal
xi,m can either completely rule out state sn (when φimn = 0) or it is the only informative
signal when sn is the true state (but it can be positive for multiple states). For simplicity, we
consider initial signals only.
P ROPOSITION 5. If every agent has decisive evidence, then agents of all cognitive abilities
learn correctly in any network.
Proposition 5 holds due to a special feature of decisive evidence: agents may make mistakes identifying old information, but they still learn correctly. All that an agent needs is the
ability to use Bayes’ rule in a rudimentary manner—to remove impossible states given her
signal and her neighbors’ reports. Thus Proposition 5 applies to agents with low cognitive
ability as well as naive learning agents. Specifically, whenever agent i extracts a new signal
32

If all agents have a common prior about the network and can report their beliefs about the network as well
as those about the state distribution, they are able to learn the true network and thus learn correctly. But it
requires a highly complex message space and high cognitive abilities beyond the scope of this paper.
33
Formally, every agent’s information structure is partitional over the set of states S as in Aumann (1976).
That is, each informative signal informs the agent that the true state is within a subset of S. In the classic
Bayesian framework, agents have a common prior and update their beliefs over an expanded space containing
each agent’s beliefs about S, her beliefs about the network, and all her higher-order beliefs about their neighbors’ beliefs. In general, this expanded space is also partitional. To emphasize that our partition is only over S,
we use decisive evidence instead.
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from a neighbor, she eliminates the states deemed impossible according to the new signal.
Even if agent i extracts the same signal from multiple neighbors unknowingly, she removes
the same set of states as she would have given one such signal. Thus, the agents’ learning
outcomes are correct: they believe in the states in the intersection of all possible states indicated by their initial signals.34 The same logic holds under a more general information
structure. If any agent rules out a state, all agents learn it correctly. Therefore a few agents
with decisive evidence can reduce the network’s learning errors significantly: all agents are
less likely to believe in a wrong state due to a faulty initial signal.

5.2

When agents know their neighbors’ cognitive abilities

So far, agent i learns according to her cognitive ability only. If agents know their neighbors’
cognitive abilities, then they can apply our learning procedure and account for their neighbors’ cognitive abilities explicitly. Similar to the level-k learning literature, we assume that
an agent with a lower cognitive ability cannot understand how her neighbor with equal or
higher cognitive ability learns. So she just follows the learning rule for her cognitive ability
like before. But an agent with a higher cognitive ability knows how each neighbor with a
lower cognitive ability learns, and accounts for his learning errors. This additional ability to
detect learning errors can improve agents’ learning outcomes, as illustrated below.
E XAMPLE 4. Consider the two agents in Example 1. Recall that x10 is the only informative
signal. Suppose that c1 = 1, c2 = 2, and their cognitive levels are common knowledge.
At t = 1, Ann reports b11 = α0ii = ϕ and Bob reports b21 = 0. At t = 2, Ann learns
nothing from Bob and reports b12 = ϕ, while Bob learns a signal from Ann and reports
b22 = ϕ. At t = 3, Ann with c1 = 1 treats the change in Bob’s report as a new signal, and
reports b13 = 2ϕ, while Bob remains at b23 = ϕ. At t = 4, there is no change in Bob’s report,
so Ann remains at b14 = 2ϕ. The key is that Bob knows c1 = 1 and expects Ann to treat his
change from b21 to b22 as a new signal in period 3, and thus expects b13 = 2ϕ. So Bob learns
nothing and reports b24 = ϕ. For t ≥ 5, b1t = 2ϕ and b2t = ϕ. Bob learns correctly despite
Ann’s learning error. 
This example also extends to Proposition 1: if cognitive abilities are known, one low
cognitive ability agent needs not mislead the entire network.
34

This is also related to the literature on knowledge and consensus which studies under which conditions and
reporting protocols, repeated communication among a finite set of individuals leads to consensus. See Aumann
(1976), Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1982), Parikh and Krasucki (1990), Mueller-Frank (2013).
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C OROLLARY 2. All agents with cl ≥ 2 learn correctly in a social quilt if the agents with
lower cognitive abilities are isolated. That is, each agent with ci < 2 has only one neighbor,
and that neighbor j has cj ≥ 2.
While an agent with ci = 1 still make mistakes by counting all changes in her neighbor
j’s report as new, her errors no longer affect the rest of the network if she is isolated. Her report reaches the network, but her neighbor j understands and only passes on the part of agent
i’s report that is truly due to new signals. Moreover, because agents with moderate ability
(or above) form consensus eventually, errors made by agents with low cognitive ability are
bounded. Intuitively, if agents who pass on information from one subnetwork to another
have sufficient cognitive ability, they can account for errors made by the fringe.

5.3

Conclusion

Learning in networks naturally requires iterative and sophisticated reasoning because each
agent needs to account for what a neighbor has learned from another in order to identify
old information. We equate cognitive ability with depth of reasoning, namely, whether an
agent can estimate what one neighbor has learned from another neighbor given their shared
history of reports. We show that agents with moderate cognitive ability may learn in some
networks, but low cognitive ability causes and reinforces learning errors in general: the law
of large numbers fails. In real networks, however, agents may not need high cognitive ability
to achieve their best learning outcomes given they only learn from their local network.
Theoretically, we fill a gap between models with locally Bayesian agents who have arbitrarily high cognitive ability and models with naive learning agents. In terms of methodology, agents in this model remain true to Bayesian learning in spirit: they try to extract
new information to the best of their cognitive ability using Bayes-like formulas. One may
alternatively model an agent’s limited cognitive ability as having a finite memory state space
for any history of reports, which is a topic for further research (see for instance Hellman and
Cover 1970, Piccione and Rubinstein 1997 and Wilson 2014).
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A
A.1

Appendix: an extension and proofs
An extended learning rule with repeat agents

In the cognitively-constrained learning rule described in Section 4, agents only form (nondegenerate) estimates involving distinct agents. Recall that agent i forms all the estimates
ii ...i
involving up to ci agents using a Bayes-like formula, that is, bt 1 k−1 with k ≤ ci . She
then uses two types of degenerate estimates. The first type is used because she cannot form
estimates involving more than ci agents due to her cognitive ability. That is, agent i sets
ii i ...ic
ii ...ic
bt 1 2 i = bt 2 i . The second type involves a repeat agent as the last agent, and agent i
ii ...i
h
ii ...i
sets bt 1 k−1 = bt 1 k−1 for any h ∈ {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 }.
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The first type of degenerate estimate is due to cognitive ability, the key to our model. One
may wonder why we include the second type of degenerate estimate and whether it affects
agents’ learning outcomes. We now present an extended learning rule allowing for estimates
of any sequence of agents, including repeat agents. We will show that as long as ci ≥ ĉi ,
agent i’s learning outcomes using this extended learning rule are the same as those using the
cognitively-constrained learning rule in Section 4 involving only distinct agents. Therefore
if ci ≥ ĉi , the cognitively-constrained learning rule is without loss. Moreover, if ci < ĉi ,
Proposition 4 already shows that the first type of degenerate estimate can lead to additional
learning errors, which remains true in this extended learning rule. Thus we use the simpler
learning rule in Section 4 to simplify agent’s computations.
Formally, let β it = (βti (s1 ), . . . , βti (sN )) be agent i’s estimate under this extended learning rule. Similar to the agent’s estimate in the text, it is a vector of the log-likelihood ratios
of the state probabilities: βti (sn ) = log pit (sn ) − log pit (sN ) for all sn .35 Let a sequence of
agents be fully-connected if it contains at least two distinct agents and every pair of distinct
ij...l
agents is connected. Agent i’s multi-agent estimates β ij
for each fully-connected
t , . . . , βt
sequence (ij . . . l) are similarly defined. As in formula (8), agent i extracts new information
from her neighbors using Bayes-like formulas. For example, agent i extracts the following
from neighbor j,
j
ij
αij
t−1 = β t−1 − β t−1 .
Moreover, let the length of a sequence of agents (ij . . . l) be the total number of agents,
including repeat agents, in the sequence. Let distinct(ij . . . l) ⊆ gi be the set of all the
distinct agents in this sequence.
The learning rule for ci = 1 is the same as that in Section 2.2.2. If ci ≥ 2, the extended
learning rule is as follows.
Initial values. At t = 0, agent i receives signal xi0 . At t = 1, agent i learns as in Section 4.
In addition, all her estimates involving two or more agents are β ij...l
= 0.
1
For all t ≥ 2. If k ≤ ci , agent i forms all her period-t estimates β it and k-agent estimates
ii ...i
β t 1 k−1 involving k distinct agents in the same way using formulas (1), (2), (8) and (9).
Moreover, for any sequence of fully-connected agents (ij . . . l) with a length up to ci , she
learns in the following two steps similar to those in Section 4.
Signal extraction rule-extended: she extracts new information similar to formula (8):
35

We abuse notations slightly by continue to use p for beliefs and α for extracted new signals in this extended
learning rule. They simplify exposition and should be clear in context.
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for each h ∈ gij...l ,
ij...lh
h
αij...lh
t−1 = β t−1 − β t−1 .

(12)

Updating rule-extended: she incorporates the information from above similar to (9):
β ij...l
= β ij...l
t
t−1 +

X

αij...lh
t−1 .

(13)

h∈gij...l

Type 1A degenerate estimate: binding cognitive constraint. In any sequence (ij . . . lh)
of (ci +1) fully-connected agents, agent i sets her (ci +1)-agent estimate equal to her ci -agent
estimate as follows. First, if there is a repeat agent in the sequence, then agent i sets β ij...lh
t
to be her ci -agent estimate of the sequence with the last repeat agent removed. Otherwise,
agent i uses the same degenerate estimate as in equation (10), that is, removing the second
agent (agent j) from the sequence:
β ij...lh
= β i...lh
.
t
t

(14)

Similarly, this can be interpreted as agent i behaves as if she and agent j have the same
estimate about what the other agents in the sequence believe. Agent i does not form estimates
involving (ci + 2) or more agents. k
Because this extended learning rule allows for repeat agents explicitly, agent i only needs
to form degenerate estimates if her cognitive constraint is binding. We now show that neither the repeat agents nor the order of agents in the sequence matters in agent i’s learning
outcomes as long as her cognitive ability is above her cutoff. To change the order of agents,
let σ(·) be the permutation operator such that {iσ(1) , . . . , iσ(k−1) } is a permutation of agents
{i1 , . . . , ik−1 }. Then we have:
P ROPOSITION A1. Suppose that ci ≥ ĉi . Then for all t, XT and c−i ,
1. repeat agents do not matter: for any sequence of fully-connected agents (ij . . . l) with
ii ...i
a length up to ci , if distinct(ij . . . l) = {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 }, then β ij...l
= β t 1 k−1 ;
t
2. order of agents does not matter: for any clique {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 } with k ≥ ĉi and any
permutation σ(·) of these agents in the clique, let k 0 = min(k, ci ), then
ii1 ...iĉi −1

βt

iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1)

= βt

iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi )

= βt
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iiσ(1) ...iσ(k0 −1)

= . . . = βt

.

Part 1 of Proposition A1 shows that repeat agents do not affect agent i’s estimates as
long as her cognitive ability is above the cutoff level. To be concrete, recall agent 2 in Figure
3 with ĉ2 = 2, and the clique {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} she belongs to. Let her cognitive ability be
= β 234
c2 = 5. Then, part 1 implies that for instance, β 23432
t . This result motivates us to
t
remove the repeat agents from the learning rule in the text since it reduces computation. Part
2 of Proposition A1 shows that forming estimates involving more than ĉi agents does not
change agent i’s learning outcomes because they are identical to her corresponding ĉi -agent
256
24
. Intuitively,
= β 23456
= β 2654
estimates. For example, agent 2 above has β 23
t
t
t = βt = βt
each subset of gi involving more than ĉi agents are fully connected, and thus her ĉi -agent
estimates already captures all the information in this subset. Together, this result shows that
agent i needs to form only up to her ĉi -agent estimates involving distinct agents if ci ≥ ĉi .
The proposition also shows that the order of agents in estimates involving ĉi or more
agents does not matter. Thus as long as ci ≥ ĉi , agent i’s learning outcomes are unaffected
by how she sets the first type of degenerate estimates, that is, which agent to remove. On the
other hand, if ci < ĉi , the binding cognitive constraint will lead agent i to make more learning
errors because she has to remove one agent from her (ci + 1)-agent estimates. Regardless
of which agent she removes, this affects her degenerate estimates because each subset of
agents may have access to reports that differ from the reports observed by all the (ci + 1)
agents. Since the qualitative nature of the learning error is similar, we remove the second
agent (agent i1 ) in the learning rule in the Section 4.
Before the proof, we highlight an immediate corollary of Proposition A1.
C OROLLARY A1. Suppose that ci ≥ ĉi . Then for all t, XT and c−i , agent i’s estimates are
the same under either learning rule: β it = bit .
By part 1 and 2 of the proposition, neither type of degenerate estimate affects i’s learning
outcomes as long as ci ≥ ĉi . Then, her multi-agent estimates involving only distinct agents
ii ...i
ii ...i
are the same under either learning rule: β t 1 k−1 = bt 1 k−1 for k ≤ ci . Her estimates
are then iteratively derived from these multi-agent estimates. Therefore, her estimates under
these two learning rules are the same when ci ≥ ĉi .
Proof of Proposition A1: First, consider any sequence of agents (ij . . . l) with a length
smaller or equal to ci . The shared local network of (ij . . . l) is equal to (gii1 ...ik−1 , Gii1 ...ik−1 )
because they have the same distinct agents. Second, by definition, the shared local networks
of all cliques of ĉi agents or above are fully connected. Within agent i’s local network,
we have in each clique of k agents (ĉi ≤ k), gii1 ...icbi −1 = giiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1) = giiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi ) =
giiσ(1) ...iσ(k−1) . We prove both parts of this proposition by induction on time t.
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Clearly, the induction hypothesis is true at t = 1. By the assumption of a symmetric
prior, all agent i’s estimates involving two or more agents are 0. Next, suppose both parts of
the induction hypothesis hold at period t. Then at t + 1, for some agent h ∈ gii1 ...ik−1 , agent
i believes that agent j believes . . . the signal agent l extracted from agent h is:
.
αij...lh
= β ht − β ij...lh
t
t
Similarly, agent i believes that agent i1 believes . . . that the signal agent ik−1 extracted from
agent h is:
ii ...i
h
ii ...i
h
αt 1 k−1 = β ht − β t 1 k−1 .
ii ...i

h

We now prove that β ij...lh
= β t 1 k−1 , and thus the two extracted signals are identical.
t
There are two cases. First, if the length of (ij . . . lh) is smaller or equal to ci , then
ii ...i
h
ij...lh
βt
= β t 1 k−1 by our induction hypothesis since both sequences contain the same
distinct agents. If the length of the sequence (ij . . . lh) is equal to ci + 1, then agent i
sets the (ci + 1)-agent estimates equal to her ci -agent estimates as in the learning rule. In
particular, if there is a repeat agent in the sequence (ij . . . lh), then agent i sets β ij...lh
t+1 to be
her ci -agent estimates of the sequence with the last repeat agent removed. These ci -agent
ii ...i
h
estimates are equal to β t 1 k−1 , again by our induction hypothesis since both sequences
contain the same distinct agents. Otherwise, all ci + 1 agents in the sequence (ij . . . lh)
must be distinct, that is distinct(ij . . . lh) = {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 , h}. Then to set her degenerate
estimates, agent i uses her corresponding ci -agent estimates by removing the second agent
i...i
h
in the sequence. We claim that β i...lh
= β t k−1 . To prove this claim, note that if j = i1 ,
t
then the remaining sequences contain the same set of distinct agents and thus are the same
by the induction hypothesis. If j 6= i1 , we can first permute the sequence (ii1 . . . ik−1 h)
to match the sequence (ij . . . lh), so that (iiσ(1) . . . iσ(k−1) h) equals (ij . . . lh). Moreover,
(i . . . iσ(k−1) h) equals (i . . . lh) when iσ(1) = j is removed. Since there are ci ≥ ĉi agents in
i...i
h
i...i
h
these two sequences after j is removed, then β i...lh
= β t σ(k−1) = β t k−1 by the second
t
part of the induction hypothesis.
From expression (13), we have
β ij...l
= β ij...l
+
t
t+1

X

ii ...ik−1

αij...lh
= βt 1
t

+

X

ii ...ik−1 h

αt 1

ii ...ik−1

1
= β t+1

. (15)

h∈gii1 ...ik−1

h∈gij...l

This proves the first part of the proposition.
For the second part, consider any clique of gi , {i, i1 , . . . , ik−1 }, with k ≥ ĉi agents. For
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any h ∈ gii1 ...iĉi −1 ,

ii1 ...iĉi −1 h

ii1 ...iĉi −1 h

= β ht − β t

iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1) h

= β ht − β t

αt

,

which we claim is equal to
αt

ii1 ...iĉ

iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1) h

iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉ

−1 h

.

−1) h

i
i
To prove the claim, we show that β t
= βt
. Again consider three cases.
First, if ci > ĉi and h ∈ {i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −1 } ∪ {i, iσ(1) , . . . , iσ(ĉi −1) }, then by the first part of
the induction hypotheses, the repeat agent h does not matter. Without h, these estimates
are equal by the second part of the induction hypotheses. Second, if ci > ĉi and h ∈
/
{i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −1 } ∪ {i, iσ(1) , . . . , iσ(ĉi −1) }, the estimates are the same by the second part of
the induction hypothesis. Third, if ci = ĉi , then both estimates above involve ci + 1 agents
and thus agent i uses the degenerate estimates, that is, the corresponding ci -agent estimates
defined in the learning rule. Using both parts of the induction hypothesis, we can show that
these two degenerate estimates are equal regardless of whether agent h is a repeat agent or
iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1)
ii1 ...iĉ −1
not. The counterpart of equation (15) shows that β t+1 i = β t+1
.
In the same way, we can show that estimates with sequences of agents longer than ĉi but
iiβ(1) ...iσ(ĉi −1)
iiσ(1) ...iσ(ĉi )
smaller than ci are the same as the ĉi -agent estimates, β t+1
= β t+1
= ... =
iiσ(1) ...iσ(k0 −1)
β t+1
.

A.2

Proofs

We present the proofs in order of appearance, but we use Proposition 4 to prove Proposition
1. Moreover, we prove all propositions for a more general environment with multiple states
and multiple signals. Thus, the estimates below are all vectors.
Proof of Proposition 1: for sufficiency, we first show that in a social quilt, the cutoff cognitive ability is ĉi = 2 for all agents. There are a few cases. First, for any neighbor j ∈ Ni
such that Ni ∩ Nj = ∅, gij = {i, j} must be a clique. Second, for any neighbor j ∈ Ni such
that Ni ∩ Nj = {k}, gij = {i, j, k} also must be a clique. Third, each pair of agent i and
j’s common neighbors k and l are connected. Otherwise, there exists a circle (ikjl) such
that two agents are not connected, which violates the definition of a social quilt. Therefore
ĉi = 2. By Proposition 1 of Li and Tan (2020), agents learn correctly in a social quilt when
they can form estimates over any sequence of neighbors in their local networks, that is, when
they have arbitrarily high cognitive abilities. Then, our Proposition 4 shows that the agents’
learning outcomes are the same if ci ≥ ĉi for all agents. Their result and our Proposition 4
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together imply that all agents learn correctly if ci ≥ 2 for all agents.
For necessity, suppose that at least one agent, say agent i, has ci = 1. Let agent i receive
the only informative signal xi0 . She reports it at t = 1. Since the network is path-connected,
she has at least one neighbor, agent j. At t = 2, agent j learns the signal: bj2 = bi1 . Since
ci = 1, agent i treats agent j’s change in report as a new signal and incorporates it at t = 3,
and she does the same for all her neighbors: bi3 = (1 + |Ni |)bi1 . The change in agent i’s
report in turn is treated as a new signal by each neighbor at t = 4 regardless of that neighbor’s
cognitive ability. In this way, in each even period from t = 2 onward, each neighbor of i
extracts at least one more copy of the initial signal, and passes it on to their neighbors. In
addition, more copies of the initial signal are extracted if more agents have a cognitive ability
of 1. As t → ∞, everyone believes in the state(s) most likely given the initial signal with
probability 1. But the Bayesian posterior given the signal is strictly between 0 and 1.
Proof of Proposition 2: recall that A is the adjacency matrix of the network. Moreover, bt
is the vector of the agents’ estimates at period t, with its i-th row being agent i’s estimates
bit . From the text, (Ak )il , the il-th entry of matrix Ak , measures how many walks of length
k the initial signal can travel from i to l.
We now show by induction that the number of copies of xi0 agent l learns at time t is the
Pt−1 k
A . This is clearly true when t = 1, 2. At t = 1, only agent i
il-th entry of the matrix k=0
has learned the signal: (A0 )ii = 1, (A0 )ih = 0 for all h 6= i. At t = 2, each neighbor of agent
i extracts one copy of xi0 . Now suppose the claim holds at time t ≥ 2. At the beginning of
time t + 1, the total number of copies agent l newly extracts from all her neighbors in period
P
t + 1 is the sum of copies of signals l’s neighbors have learned in time t: h∈Nl (At−1 )ih ,
which is exactly (At )il .
Because agents learn from any change in a neighbor’s report, there is a directed circle
of length 2 among any pair of agents. If there is at least one circle of an odd length, then
the common divisor of these circles is 1, and thus the adjacency matrix A is aperiodic. It is
also irreducible because the network is connected by assumption. By the Perron-Frobenius
theorem, A has both a positive right and a positive left eigenvector, v and w, corresponding
to λ > 1, the largest eigenvalue of A. We can normalize it so that wT v = 1, where wT is
k
the transpose of w. Moreover, limk→∞ A
= vwT .
λk
Pt−1 k 
Recall that bt =
b1 . First, observe that as k → ∞, Ak b1 = λk (vwT )b1 .
k=0 A
That is, the new information agent i learns in period t = k is a weighted average of agents’
initial estimates, where the weight agent i gives to j’s signal is λk vi wj . In the case of binary states, as k → ∞, if wT b1 > 0, all agents believe the new information at t = k
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suggests state s1 is more likely than s2 , and vice versa. Next, agents’ estimates in period t is the sum of all the information they have learned in the past. Take M sufficiently
∞
large that AM is sufficiently close

 to A . In period t > M , bt is sufficiently close to
PM
P
t
k
k
T
k=0 A +
k=M +1 λ (vw ) b1 . The second term dominates the first term as t → ∞,
and thus if wT b1 > (<)0, all agents believe in s1 (s2 ). Their beliefs are indeterminate if
wT b1 = 0, which is ruled out by assumption.
Proof of Proposition 3: we show by construction that agents’ learning outcomes are wrong
with a positive probability even with an infinite number of informative signals. Let the true
state be s = s∗ . There exists a possible signal xi,m belonging to some agent i such that for
some other state s0 6= s∗ , s0 ∈ arg maxsn Pr(sn | xi,m ). We focus on the case that s0 is the
unique mostly likely state given xi,m (the case of multiple most likely states is analogous).
Denote signal xi,m as x0 . Clearly, Pr(s0 | x0 ) > Pr(s∗ | x0 ). Consider the following sequence
of finite signals: first, nature sends x0 to agent i at t = 0 and t = 1. Next, no informative
signals reach any agents for the next D + τ periods, that is, from t = 2 to t = t∗ ≡ 2 + D + τ .
This interval first allows both signals to travel to every other agent, which takes D periods,
and then it allows agents to repeatedly learn copies of these signals in the next τ periods.
Two steps to determine τ . Recall that the set of all possible signals that agents can receive
from nature is X = ∪i X i . In the first step, we identify the integer k 0 such that
Pr(s∗ | x∗ )
Pr(s∗ | x)
Pr(s0 | k 0 copies of x0 )
∗
≥
,
where
x
≡
arg
max
.
x∈X Pr(s0 | x)
Pr(s∗ | k 0 copies of x0 )
Pr(s0 | x∗ )

(16)

To avoid carrying this likelihood ratio for the rest of the proof, for any signal x (or set of
signals), we denote it as the following:
b(s0 , s∗ | x) = log Pr(s0 | x) − log Pr(s∗ | x).
In the second step, we require that in each period from period t = D + τ , the repetition must
be strong enough such that every agent l extracts at least 2k 0 copies of x0 (excluding other
later exogenous signals). That is, for all t ≥ D + τ , (At−1 + At−2 )il ≥ 2k 0 .
Next, we claim that regardless of the signals agents receive from nature after period t∗ ,
all agents believe s0 is increasingly more likely than s∗ over time. That is, limt→∞ bht (s0 ) −
bht (s∗ ) = ∞ for all h ∈ g. This is because starting from period t = t∗ + 1, agent l extracts
at least 4k 0 copies of x0 from any neighbor (2k 0 copies are from herself to the neighbor and
back to her, and the other 2k 0 copies are from a neighbor of the neighbor), plus a signal from
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nature. The new information to him is


blt+1 (s0 ) − blt+1 (s∗ ) − blt (s0 ) − blt (s∗ ) ≥ b (s0 , s∗ | 3k 0 copies of x0 ) .

(17)

That is, the signal l extracts should favor s0 over s∗ at least as much as 3k 0 copies of x0 since
period t∗ . This shows that the initial condition that each agent learns at least 2k 0 copies of x0
persists regardless of the exogenous signals reaching the network after period t∗ . Therefore
the process described above lasts: in each period every agent believes more strongly that state
s0 is more likely than s∗ , and thus all agents believe s∗ is not the true state with probability
arbitrarily close to 1 as t → ∞.
Lastly, for any state s̃ 6= s0 , we can repeat the same process above replacing s∗ with s̃.
As a result, we can show that all agents believe in s0 with probability arbitrarily close to 1 as
t → ∞. Because both the initial sequence of signal x0 and the number of periods up to t∗
are finite, and we do not restrict the signals starting from period t∗ + 1, agents believe in the
wrong state with a positive probability.
Proof of Proposition 4: we prove this proposition via the following two lemmas. First, as
ii1 ...iĉi −1 ,ci
are independent of ci .
long as ci ≥ ĉi , agent i’s ĉi -agent estimates bt
L EMMA A1. When agent i’s cognitive ability is above her cutoff, for each clique of agents,
ii1 ...iĉi −1 ,ĉi
ii1 ...iĉi −1 ,ci
= bt
her ĉi -agent estimate remains the same regardless of her ci . That is, bt
for all cliques {i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −1 }, ci ≥ ĉi , c−i , t, and XT .
Proof of Lemma A1: because the multi-agent estimates are formed iteratively, in order
ii1 ...iĉi −1 ,ci
ii1 ...iĉi −1 ,ĉi
, we need to show her (ĉi + 1)-agent estimates are the
to show bt
= bt
same. Recall that when her cognitive ability is equal to ĉi , she uses the degenerate estimate
ii1 ...iĉi ,ĉi
ii2 ...iĉi ,ĉi
bt
= bt
by equation (10). When her cognitive ability is above the cutoff
ii1 ...iĉi ,ci
(ci > ĉi ), then bt
is formed by the Bayes-like formula (9). Despite this difference, we
claim that if ci > ĉi ,
ii1 ...iĉi ,ci

bt

ii2 ...iĉi ,ci

= bt

.

(18)

This is true by the second part of Proposition A1 above. In other words, the (ĉi + 1)-agent
estimate formed by formula (9) is the same as that set degenerately by equation (10). Thus,
agent i’s ĉi -agent estimate remains the same for all ci ≥ ĉi .
Since the cognitively constrained learning rule is iterative, by Lemma A1, formula (1)
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and (8), agent i learns the same new information from her neighbors for all ci ≥ cˆi . Then by
(2) and (9), her estimates are the same for all ci ≥ ĉi . This proves part 1 of Proposition 4.
Second, we show that if ci < ĉi , agent i’s ci -agent estimate under ci could differ from
that under cognitive ability ĉi .
L EMMA A2. Suppose that c−i ≥ ĉ−i . For any ci < ĉi , there exist some t, XT , and clique
{i, i1 , . . . , ici }, such that agent i’s (ci + 1)-agent (possibly degenerate) estimate is affected
ii ...ic ,ĉ
ii ...ic ,c
by her cognitive ability: bt 1 i i 6= bt 1 i i .
Proof of Lemma A2: First, suppose ci ≥ 2 and ci < ĉi . By definition, there exists some
(ĉi − 1)-agent clique within gi , say {i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −2 }, whose shared local network is not a
clique itself. Then there exist at least two agents h1 and h2 who are both connected to all the
agents in {i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −2 }, but h1 and h2 are not connected themselves. Let agent h1 receive
the only informative signal, which is his initial signal. Because agent i cannot form (ci + 1)ih2 i1 ...ici −1 ,ci
ii1 ...ici −1 ,ci
agent estimates, she uses degenerate estimate bt
= bt
by equation (10).
Notice that the latter estimate uses reports observed by all the agents in {i, i1 , . . . , ici −1 },
including reports from both h1 and h2 . Thus, agent i expects each of them to believe that
other agents should believe there is only one informative signal, the one from agent h1 .
ih2 i1 ...ici −1 ,ci
Because of the degenerate estimate, she also expects h2 to believe so: b3
= bh1 1 .
However, this expectation of agent i is incorrect because agent h2 does not know agent h1
and he only observes that each agent in {i, i1 , . . . , iĉi −2 } reports a signal, a total of (ĉi − 1)
signals. When agent i is sufficiently sophisticated with a cognitive ability of ĉi or above,
agent i would be able to set the correct expectation about agent h2 according to Lemma A1.
ih2 i1 ...ici −1 ,ĉi
That is, if her cognitive ability is at the cutoff, agent i believes b3
= ηbh1 1 for
ih2 i1 ...ici −1 ,ci
ih2 i1 ...ici −1 ,ĉi
some integer η ≥ (ĉi − 1). Thus, b3
6= b3
. Second, if ci = 1, then
by definition, agent i’s 2-agent estimate is always 0. It differs from her 2-agent estimate
whenever ci ≥ 2 and there is an informative signal.
Lemma A2 shows that if ci < ĉi , then her (ci + 1)-agent estimate differs from that
she would have formed when her cognitive ability is above the cutoff level. If this difference
occurs at period t, then her ci -agent estimates in period t+1 differ under ci and ĉi by formula
(8) and (9). This continues iteratively until in period t + ci , her estimates differ under ci and
ĉi . This proves part 2 of Proposition 4.
Derivation of estimates in Example 3: Recall from the text that each agent’s estimate in
each period depends only on how many copies of x1 she has extracted so far. For instance,
ij
bit (s1 ) = ηti ϕ, bij
t (s1 ) = ηt ϕ and similarly for their multi-agent estimates. Then, we claim
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that when ci = 2 for all agents, their estimates evolve by the following expressions.
2
1
1
2
ηt1 = 2ηt−1
− ηt−1
, and ηt2 = 2ηt−1
− ηt−2
.

(19)

To begin with, we can rewrite the formula (2) such that:
i
ηti = ηt−1
+

X

j
ij
(ηt−1
− ηt−1
).

j∈Ni

Similarly, rewrite expression (9) for 2-agent estimates, and we have
ij
ηtij = ηt−1
+

X

ijh
h
(ηt−1
− ηt−1
).

h∈gij

Recall agent 1’s cutoff is ĉ1 = 2, by Lemma A1, ηt121 = ηt12 and ηt124 = ηt14 . Since ηt12 = ηt14
and ηt2 = ηt4 , we have
1
2
12
ηt1 = ηt−1
+ 2ηt−1
− 2ηt−1
.
12
1
Substitute into how agent 1 extracts signals, it is easy to see that ηt−1
= ηt−1
. Intuitively,
agent 1’s cutoff level of cognitive ability is 2 and he expects agent 2 and 4 to agree with him
in every period because he believes (incorrectly) that they observe the same reports. The
expression for agent 1’s estimates in (19) follows immediately.
214
24
24
4
For agent 2, note that ηt−1
= ηt−1
by her degenerate 3-agent estimate, and ηt−1
= ηt−1
because 2 and 4 are symmetric and never learn from each other. Agent 2 also knows that
agent 1 does not know 3. Therefore
1
2
21
ηt21 = ηt−1
+ (ηt−1
− ηt−1
).

Put it together with
2
1
21
+ 2(ηt−1
− ηt−1
)
ηt2 = ηt−1

and solve, we have:
1
2
2ηt21 = 2ηt−1
− ηt−1
+ ηt2 .

Substitute into agent 2’s estimate, we have the expression in (19) for agent 2.
Proof of Proposition 5: Let s1 be the true state, and let P i (sn ) = {sn0 : φimn = φimn0 =
1 − φi∅ }, which is the subset of states whose signal is the same as state sn ’s. Because agents
believe some states are true with zero probability in this partitional model, let log 0 = −∞.
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Since agents can use any state they believe is the true state with a positive probability to
normalize, for notational ease, we let all agents normalize their estimates by reporting the
log-likelihood ratios over s1 . For simplicity, we focus on the case that all the initial signals
are informative. If agent i’s initial signal is uninformative, we can replace P i (s1 ) with the
trivial partition S, the entire state space, and the following proof goes through.
Note that at t = 1, for agent i, bi1 (sn ) = 0 if sn ∈ P i (s1 ), and −∞ otherwise. Also, by
ij
j
ij
assumption, bij
1 = 0 for all j. At t = 2, by formula (1) of the learning rule, α1 = b1 − b1 .
Clearly, for all sn ∈ P j (s1 ), α1ij (sn ) = 0, and −∞ otherwise. Thus, what agent i learns from
j
agent j is the same as j’s period-1 estimate: αij
1 = β 1 . Let the intersection of the partitional
elements containing the true state s1 of all agents in gi be P1gi (s1 ) ≡ ∩{P h (s1 )}h∈gi . Then
by formula (2), for all cognitive ability ci ≥ 1, agent i’s estimates are
bi2 (sn )

=

bi1 (sn )

+

X

α1ih (sn )

=


0

if sn ∈ P1gi (s1 );

−∞ otherwise.

h∈gi

The multi-agent estimates at t ≥ 2 differ by agents’ cognitive abilities, so we consider
g
the two separate cases: ci ≥ 2 and ci = 1. For all ci ≥ 2, let P1 ij (s1 ) ≡ ∩{P h (s1 )}h∈gij . By
gij
expression (9), agent i’s estimate of agent j’s estimate is bij
2 (sn ) = 0 for sn ∈ P1 (s1 ), and
−∞ otherwise. At t = 3, when β j2 6= β ij
2 , agent i extracts a new signal from agent j. We let
ij
ij
j
α2 (sn ) = 0 if b2 (sn ) = b2 (sn ) = −∞ because agent i learns nothing about sn from agent
j.36 Then agent i only extracts new information if bj2 (sn ) = −∞ but bij
2 (sn ) = 0 for some sn .
gij
gj
ij
ij
This implies that α2 (sn ) = −∞ if sn ∈ P1 (s1 ) \ P1 (s1 ), and α2 (sn ) = 0 otherwise. If
gj
j
ij
ij
j
ci = 1 instead, bij
2 = b1 , and then α2 (sn ) = −∞ if sn ∈ P (s1 ) \ P1 (s1 ), and α2 (sn ) = 0
otherwise. Let P2gi (s1 ) be the set of states agent i thinks are still possible given her extracted
signals at t = 3. Regardless of the cognitive abilities ci ≥ 1, the set P2gi (s1 ) remains the
same and P2gi (s1 ) ⊆ P1gi (s1 ). Formally,
P2gi (s1 ) ≡ ∩{P1gh (s1 )}h∈gi = ∩{P l (s1 )}l∈gi2 ,
in which gid = {l : d(il) ≤ d} where d(il) is the distance—the length of the shortest path—
between agent i and l. Also let D be the diameter, the longest distance between any two
agents. Intuitively, P2gi (s1 ) is the intersection of the partitional elements containing s1 of all
i’s neighbors and their neighbors. Therefore for all ci ≥ 1, bi3 (sn ) = 0 if sn ∈ P2gi (s1 ), and
36

g

g

g

g

/ P1 ij (s1 ) then sn ∈
/ P1 j (s1 ). It
Note from the above definitions that P1 ij (s1 ) ⊇ P1 j (s1 ). Thus if sn ∈
j
then follows that if bij
2 (sn ) = −∞, then b2 (sn ) = −∞.
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−∞ otherwise.
gi
Iteratively, we can show that for t ≥ 2, bit (sn ) = 0 if sn ∈ Pt−1
(s1 ) ≡ ∩{P h (s1 )}h∈git−1 ,
and −∞ otherwise. By at most period t = D + 1, all the initial signals have reached agent i
through her neighbors according to the travel path of the signals. Let P g (s1 ) ≡ ∩{P l (s1 )}l∈g
be the intersection of all agents’ partitional elements containing state s1 . Then agent i’s
estimate is simply 0 if sn ∈ P g (s1 ), and −∞ otherwise. This holds for all networks and all
cognitive levels, and thus the agents’ learning outcomes are correct.
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Figure A1: High school friendship network
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